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§ 5. Improvement of Helical Divertor Plate
for LHD
Kubota, Y.
combination ofGAT and NCS to a new combination ofGAT
and 80s will reduce the outgassing of the divertor plate by
approximately two·thirds.
For plasma confinement experiments, it is important to reduce
outgassing ofthe plasma facing components because a large amount
ofdesorbed gas will disturb plasma density control and lead to plasma
collapse. Actually during the steady state plasma experiments
perfonned by ICRH in the (jh campaign, plasma collapses due to the
outgassing ofdivertor plates were observed Therefore, improvement
ofthe divertor plate so to reduce the outgassing has been performed at
a test filcility ACTl ) using a loo-kW electron beam source and a
thermal desorption spectrometer (IDS!) capable of heating a small
sample to 160<tC.
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Fig! Mechanically joined helical divertor plate for l1ID
Fig. 1 sOOws the mechanically joined divertor plate for LHD,
which oonsists of a graphite annor tile, a coppe1" heat sink, a SS
cooling pipe, a SS backing plate, and carbon sheets to improve the
thennal contact at the int:erfuces between the two materials. These
components are fixed tightly by eight bolts. In order to evaluate the
outgassing of the main materials, thennal desotption spectrum
measurement using IDS was perfonned during linear heating up to
120<tC. Fig. 2 shows the thermal desorption spectra for graphite
armor tile (GAl), nonnal carbon sheet (NCS), and 9.1pef graphite
sheet (S08), as a reference. The desorbed gas amounts of the
materials can be obtained by integrating the spectrum with an
effective pumping speed of400 1/s.
OA) =0.061 Torr1/g => 29 Torr Ifor GAT(Weight =480g)
OB>= 22 Torr 1/g => TQm= 66 Torr Ifor NCS(3g)
QC)= 0.17 Torr 1/g => TQq= 0.51Torr Ifur SGS(3g)
+ rOB> =95 Torr1
+TQC) = 29.5 Torr I
As seen in the figure 2, the amount of desorbed gas for
the NCS is much greater compared to the other materials.
The main desorbed gas species for the NCS are hydrogen,
water, and hydrocarbons. As a result, changing the
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Fig. 2 Thermal desorption spedra of A) Graphite annor tile, B)
Normal carbon and C) Supergraphite sheet
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Fig.3 Temperatures (Is, Tg, Tc) in the divertor plate vs heat flux.
Thick lines are for a divertor plate with nonnal carbon sheets, and thin
lines are for a divertor platewith 9JIX'"graphite sheets.
The effect of the for this oombination on the
thermal performance of a helical divertor was investigated
using ACT. Fig.3 shows the relationship between
temperatures (Ts, Tg, 'Th) ofthe divertor plate and heat flux
on the divertor plate. As shown in the figure, the thennal
performance of the divertor is improved greatly
(approximately twofold). The improvement of the divertor
plate is expreted to be effective for achieving smooth
plasma density control during steady state urn
experiments.
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